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About This Game

Summary

Save the Ninja Clan is a platformer for casual players as well as speed runners. There are two ways to play this game: play
through the normal story mode or find secrets/"bugs" in the game to annoy the Game Manager watching.

Story

An evil ninja kidnapped your friends. You must collect scrolls in order to find your friends and save them. You will play as
different ninjas as the journey progresses. Each ninja has a different ability: Green ninja has a double jump, Purple Ninja has a

sprint, and the Grey Ninja has a dash (with temporary invincibility).
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Alternate Story

You can annoy the "Game Manager" by finding secrets/"bugs" in the game. Eventually he will get tired of you breaking the
current level and send you off to the next one.

-Gamepad/Controller Highly Recommended-

Features

30 Unique Levels.

Secrets/Bugs in all non boss levels.

3 Ninja types with different abilities.

3 Boss Fights.

Game too hard or too easy? Adjust the game speed.

You can unlock knife modifications.

Many stats are tracked.

Replays that show previous attempts.

Secret ending which unlocks something secret.
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Title: Save the Ninja Clan
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Willz
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017
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English
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Very good for the price. Please add a ticket system in so you can earn prizes and put a option in so they you can continue to play
if you already have a star for the coin pusher please. Also Please add claw machines and skee ball please.. I nominate you for the
best rage quit game of life.. Pros :
- OK story, better than all prequel
- Nice character development for indie games
- Few choices, at last
- OK soundtrack
- Nice pixel art
- Cheap
- Trading cards

Cons :
- Puzzle is a bitconfusing
- Yet another RPG games

There's no reason not to buy this game, you can enjoy an hour (or less) of sci-fi story and you can earn profit from sell
the trading cards.
I mean, if you've played episode I-III, there's no reason not to play episode IV.. Leaving Lyndow is a really pretty point and
click, walking simulator type game. The artwork is so colourful and the environments are beautiful, complimented by a minimal
but melodic soundtrack.. It is a great software with interesting features and everything, works in conjunction with the Wallpaper
Engine and one ends up complementing the other, however, what ends up complicating the Live2DViewerEX is the workshop
with few items. Not bad, but the Wallpaper Engine still ends up being better. But you can use both simultaneously, getting good
results.. The game itself is pretty much Supreme Commander, so if you don't have much cash on hand go right ahead and play
this game. Just be warned you will be greeted by a not so friendly lobby. Once you get through that and download the actual
game have fun trying to get into a match. Half the time my game would crash before I loaded in. In short the game itself is fun
but it is extremely frustrating to actually get a match started.. Why you game What Ugrade up ST and DF and HP? Where
Update not like Im dead Where Slime :(. Dunno how a game this expensive can have such good reviews.

- Loot system is so bad, there is no incentive to play as a team since loot is individual (so whoever spams Q first after whoever
solved the puzzle gets the loot, yay!)
- 6-8 hours of actual campaign content (which has no replayability value since the amount of customization in this game is close
to none) and then a couple of hours more from Horde game mode which is probably where the game is actually valuable

The review length I am leaving is symmetric to the value I've got from this game. 50$ for 10 hours played and I feel no
motivation to play anymore to be honest.
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oh this♥♥♥♥♥♥is just bad.. So originally I gave this program amazing reviews but after using it for a bit longer I came to
realize it's pure garbage. It was saying my graphics drivers(AMD) were out of date right after I updated through AMD's official
tool. It then "Updated" my drivers back to the stone age. Would never suggest this program again.. Who doesn't like Weezer?.
Very good game so far, I recommend this game because it has a lot of potential. It's very challenging and you have to be quick
to harvest your ressources or you will see your village getting destroyed on the first few nights. I would recommend the the team
to maybe add more time during day light or reduce the number of ressources needed for some building ( archer tower ) instead
of 60 woods it could be 45 or 50 and that would make a big difference. It would still be challenging but at least more possible to
reach. Also, I find the day time too quick and I most of the time, I end up with not enough ressources to move forwards since
I'm always using all my ressources to fix or rebuild my buildings which is frustrating after a while. I'm looking forwards for the
future updates. I would love to have the capacity to build walls and fortifications.. Personally, I enjoyed this game a lot. It was
very fun and was very addicting. I highly recommend this game.. Update: Since it's been quite awhile since I submitted my last
review, though troubled by the onslaught of bugs, hasstle, frustration and to who would have guessed, had fun would be all
bundled nicely.. I HAVE tried to work every flaw and enjoy the game.. But what game to enjoy thats just as bare as when I last
played it last. You can add more content; but it's bare bones if that doesn't draw you like it feels like it's important.. Food.. Yeah
hit or miss out the game. Have fun, maybe next year.. There's an achievement early on in Tulpa, called "Could I have skipped
this?". My answer to the game is yes, I could have skipped this, and watched a movie instead - it would've been better use of my
time and money.

A mediocre game in the style of Limbo and many other recent atmospheric indie platformers, it vaguely hints at a tragic story
with death and suicide imagery, but never elaborates. A shapeshifting tree and colour-changing background mark the major
acts. Imagery is taken from a number of real-world religions and occult practices, but is never used meaningfully. There is more
story in the Steam Cards than in the game itself. The art is at best sufficient for the tone and atmosphere, and at worst
reminiscent of a 15-year-old pagan art student's sketchbook. The title of the game isn't even justified within the experience. The
payoff is unsatisfactory and inconclusive.

The game mechanics are near identical to another, superior game which is itself average at best - Never Alone (Kisima
Inŋitchuŋa), which had the decency to include narration, a good story and relatable characters, as well as a full documentary on
the history and culture of its setting. The tutorial text offers more exposition than any of the non-sequitur and esoteric actions
you have to perform to progress. The platforming is poor to downright inadequate, with sloppy physics objects that you click
and drag to build bridges or click on, elements to interact with, but only when directly controlling the tulpa (often leading the
host to her death if you move more than a little distance away from her). The host herself has simple push/drag abilities, which
are still somehow made awkward through an unusual choice of key, and a jump which is prone to not working near the very
same edges it is necessary to jump from in order to not fall, shatter, and be forced to repeat the simple drag-and-drop puzzle for
the eighth time.

Strongly advise against playing this unpolished and lacking experience.. I can't really recommend it I guess... The game is
definitely in the alpha stages at this point, don't get it yet if you think early access means a fully playable beta, there's a lot of
work ahead for the devs, but their discord is fairly active and the team is very friendly, if you want to be able to help the devs
find problems and make the game better through development, this project may interest you.. Amazing game.
Early acess for a reason, the dev is constantly working on the game. In game chat for both demon and survivor (we all wanted
this lets be real) It is more of a casual game than a competitive game, but that is why i believe it is so fun. This game replaces
what made other survivor horror games lackluster.
Check out the discord here : https://discord.gg/Pbr3BwB
constant updates, Dev is vocal about issues in the game and about fixing them. There is honestly no reason why i wouldnt
reccomend this game.
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